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For five million years the Colorado has carved some of the 
most majestic landscapes on the planet. It has also become 
the lifeline of a vast portion of North America, providing the 
water that sustains nearly forty million people, half a dozen 
major cities, and an immense agricultural empire. Because of 
these demands, the river is so overused and overpromised 
that it no longer flows to the sea or nourishes its delta.  
The Colorado, set to music by today’s leading composers 

and narrated by the stage legend Mark Rylance, takes us on 
a journey in nine chapters through the prehistoric settlements 
of the region, the period of European exploration, the dam-
building era, modern industrial agriculture and immigration, 
and the impact of climate change. In its premiere, the film’s 
presentation was accompanied by a live performance of its 
exhilarating score by vocal ensemble Roomful of Teeth, cellist 
Jeffrey Zeigler, and composer-percussionist Glenn Kotche.
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PRESS

April 8, 2016

“a striking, thoughtful and cautionary 
piece of art”

May 18, 2016

“visually captivating  
and unsettling”

“performed by some of the most 
innovative soundsmiths around”

May 23, 2016

“sight and sound at the height  
of their power”

Photo Credit:  ©Ji l l  Ste inbergprojectcolorado.com |  nationalsawdust.org

Audiences can have the full experience of The Colorado’s original music during  
live performances. Photograph shows the project’s New York premier at Grace  
Rainey Rogers Auditorium of the Metropolitan Museum of Art on May 18, 2016.
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Mark Rylance
Narrator

Stage legend and screen actor Mark Rylance won an Academy 
Award as Best Supporting Actor for his role as Abel in Steven 
Spielberg’s Cold War thriller Bridge of Spies. He has acted 
in over fifty productions of plays by Shakespeare and his 
contemporaries and received three Tonys along with many 
other awards for his stage acting. 

William deBuys
Advisor, writer, and lyricist

Writer of eight highly acclaimed books, William deBuys is a 
historian, researcher, and conservationist. His award-winning 
Salt Dreams: Land and Water in Low-Down California is the 
inspiration behind The Colorado.

Murat Eyuboglu
Director and Producer

A photographer, filmmaker, and music historian, Murat has 
worked on various collaborative projects with poets, composers, 
musicians, and other filmmakers. The Colorado is his first 
feature-length documentary. 

Sylvestre Campe and Dean Eldridge
Cinematographers

Three-time Emmy laureate Sylvestre and powered paraglider 
champion Dean Eldridge joined Murat to film aerials of the 
Colorado River Basin in Utah and Arizona. Murat and Sylvestre 
also worked on Claude Lévi-Strauss: Return to the Amazon, 
a feature documentary on the Nambikwara Indians in Mato 
Grosso, Brazil.

John Luther Adams 
Composer

Recipient of a Pulitzer and a Grammy among many other awards, 
Adam’s music is praised for “melding the physical and musical 
worlds into a unique artistic vision that transcends stylistic 
boundaries.” His music is heard regularly all over the world.

William Brittelle
Composer

William Brittelle is a Brooklyn-based composer of pop-
influenced electro-acoustic art music and orchestral music  
and a co-founder of New Amsterdam Records. His 
compositions have been presented across North America, 
including performances by the Seattle Symphony and the 
Indianapolis Symphony.

Glenn Kotche
Composer & Performer (percussion)

Chicago-based percussionist and composer Glenn Kotche 
is hailed as one of the most exciting and creative composers 
and performers in modern music. He is a member of the 
groundbreaking American rock band Wilco, and his own music 
is performed by ensembles such as the Kronos Quartet and 
the Silk Road Ensemble. 

Shara Nova
Composer

Shara Nova (formerly Shara Worden) has performed and 
released four critically acclaimed albums in the last nine years 
under the experimental-pop moniker My Brightest Diamond. 
Called “a creative chameleon with endless wells of technical 
skill” by Pitchfork, her collaborators include Sufjan Stevens, 
David Byrne, Laurie Anderson, David Lang, and others.   

Paola Prestini
Composer

Named one of Musical America’s “Top 30 Musical Innovators 
2016” and one of the “Top 100 Composers in the World 
under 40” (NPR), Prestini’s music has been commissioned by 
and performed at Carnegie Hall, the Kennedy Center, BAM, 
the Barbican Centre, and The Choir of Trinity Wall Street, 
among others. She is the Creative and Executive Director 
of National Sawdust, a nonprofit space for arts incubation 
and performance in Brooklyn, NY, and the “visionary-in-
chief” (Time Out New York) of VisionIntoArt, the multimedia 
production company she co-founded in 1999. 

Jeffrey Zeigler
Music Director (stage production), Performer (cello)

One of the most versatile cellists of our time, Jeffrey Zeigler 
has given many notable premiers including works by John 
Adams, Henryk Gorecki, and John Zorn. He has appeared 
as soloist with orchestras such as Los Angeles Philharmonic 
and Toronto Symphony and was the cellist of the Kronos 
Quartet for eight seasons. Mr. Zeigler has released dozens of 
recordings for Nonesuch Records, Deutsche Grammophon, 
VIA Records and other labels. 

Roomful of Teeth
Performer (vocals)

Grammy-laureate vocal ensemble Roomful of Teeth was 
founded by Brad Wells in 2009 with the mission to “mine the 
expressive potential of the human voice.” The ensemble gathers 
annually at Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art to 
study vocal traditions across the world such as Tuvan, Korean, 
Sardinian, Inuit and Hindustani. In addition to its Grammy in the 
Best Chamber Music/Small Ensemble Performance category, 
the ensemble member Caroline Shaw received the Pulitzer 
Prize in Music for her work Partita for 8 Voices.
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SYNOPSES (BY SECTIONS)

Beginnings
Composer, Glenn Kotche

The Colorado River runs from the high mountains of Wyoming and Colorado to the Gulf of California, carving on its 1,500-
mile path some of the most extraordinary landscapes on earth. Humans arrived in this region more than 12,000 years ago, 
eventually founding prehistoric cities, some with elaborate irrigation systems. Multi-decade droughts, more severe than any 
known in modern times, forced the people of those ancient civilizations to migrate repeatedly.

A Padre, a Horse, a Telescope
Composer, Paola Prestini

To the Spanish colonizers of the sixteenth and seventeenth century, most of whom believed California to be an island, the 
Colorado River presented both a physical barrier and a geographical puzzle. The first to map the region accurately was 
Eusebio Francisco Kino, an evangelizing Jesuit and also a man of science. In 1701 he crossed the Colorado in a reed basket 
pushed by powerful native swimmers, disproving for all time California’s island status. His peaceful contacts with the native 
people of the lower Colorado set a precedent too rarely followed by later generations.

An Unknown Distance Yet to Run
Composer, Shara Nova

For three centuries after Spaniards first entered the region, the central parts of the Colorado watershed remained a blank 
spot on the map of America, a terra incognita. This changed in 1869 when Major John Wesley Powell, a one-armed veteran 
of the Civil War, led a crew of nine men down the Colorado River from Green River Station in the Wyoming Territory, through 
the Grand Canyon, to the Mormon settlements near the mouth of the Virgin River in Nevada—a continuously perilous journey 
of nearly one thousand miles.
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The Shimmering Desert
Composer, William Brittelle

The Salton Sea formed in 1905 as a result of the most spectacular overachievement in the history of water diversion. 
Floodwaters from the Colorado burst through an undefended irrigation heading and soon the entire river surged into 
California’s newly settled Imperial Valley. The resulting environmental disaster left behind an ethereal dreamscape and 
produced a cautionary tale that remains emblematic for the broader region.

The Colossus
Composers Glenn Kotche and Jeffrey Zeigler

Some twenty-five years after the Salton Sea catastrophe, the U.S. government undertook the largest public works project in 
its history. A source of great national pride as well as human suffering, the construction of Hoover Dam represented a decisive 
victory over the vagaries and violence of nature. It also marked the beginning of the end for the wild Colorado.

Cathedrals in the Desert
Composer, John Luther Adams

During the second half of the 20th century, a dam rose in Glen Canyon comparable to Hoover Dam in size and design, yet 
it was never loved or venerated to the degree of its elder sibling. Instead, many people think of Glen Canyon Dam and its 
accompanying reservoir, Lake Powell, not so much for the water they store but for the treasures they have drowned: hidden 
grottoes, sublime and chromatic canyons, and many centuries of human heritage.

El Corrido de Joe R.
Composer, Paola Prestini

Sandwiched between the Salton Sea and the international border lies the Imperial Valley, where the annual agricultural 
production is valued in excess of $1 billion. This tremendous yield is owed both to the waters of the Colorado River and 
to thousands of farmworkers who hail from both sides of the border. Joe R. Hernandez was a typical farmworker and an 
extraordinary man. Early in life he had to choose between a career as an athlete—potentially running with Jesse Owens in the 
1936 Olympics—and protecting his mother in the furnace heat of the Imperial Valley.

Welcome to the Anthropocene
Composer, Shara Nova

Climate scientists warn of a hotter and drier future along the Colorado. They predict less snow, earlier melting in the spring, 
insect outbreaks, and colossal forest fires presaging massive ecological shifts. Most ominously for the nearly forty million 
people who depend on water from the river, they warn that less water will be available from the already overused and 
overallocated Colorado.

The Palette of a New Creation
Composer, Glenn Kotche

There are people still alive who can remember the delta of the Colorado River in Mexico as a lush wetland. Those memories now 
belong to a vanished world.  For the past half century, the river has reached the Gulf of California only in exceptionally wet years. 
The desiccation of the two-million-acre delta within the span of a single life raises fundamental questions about the preservation 
of a once-dazzling ecosystem as well as the survival of the oasis civilization of the North American Southwest.

SYNOPSES (CONTINUED)
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EDUCATION

A comprehensive textbook accompanies The Colorado, further unpacking each section. 

This content-rich resource is designed to allow: 

  viewers to access in-depth information on topics covered in the documentary,

  teachers to bring a range of subjects into the classroom,

  all interested readers to engage more deeply in a range of social and ecological issues.
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SOUNDTRACK

Original music of The Colorado is released on VIA Records
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